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INTRODUCTION
This resource brings together the questions from the January 2017 examined unit 6 and the marking guidance into one place for 
easy reference.

We have also included exemplar candidate answers with commentary for question 5.

The question paper and mark scheme are available from Interchange.
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Question 1

Mark scheme guidance

1a)

Candidates may use examples such as Facebook and Twitter to explain why apps are beneficial.

Any other reasonable response which identifies a valid benefit of app technology should be credited.

1b)

Candidates’ answers will demonstrate understanding about why audiences use social media products. They may 
reference different social media products as part of their answers. 

1c)

Candidates’ answers may reference a wider range of media products than those outlined, (e.g. online reviews and video games) so 
flexibility and professional judgement should be used. 

Examiner comments

1c) Whilst this was answered successfully by some candidates, it seemed that some candidates were not aware of the differences 
in content between different newspapers and therefore not able to think about how content links to demographic data. It is 
recommended that centres teach across different media sectors exploring the differences in content in relation to target audiences.
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Question 2

Mark scheme guidance

2a)

Two marks for each suitable explanation with expansion (maximum 6 marks).

Answers will encompass learning in LO2 and LO3 (connectivity, sharing of ideas, generating funding, crowd sourcing). Use of media 
theory (Long Tail, Wikinomics) may be discussed as part of answer.

2b)

Candidates may reference a specific product, producer or public figure (e.g. Stephen Fry, Justin Bieber, and Kim Kardashian) as part of 
their answer. 

Candidates may have also discussed use of intellectual property without permission. 

Do not accept hacking as an answer as this is not specific to public figures. 
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Question 3

Mark scheme guidance

3a) 

Two marks for each suitable explanation with expansion (maximum 4 marks).

Owing to the concept of globalisation being quite theoretical, candidates may reference ideas by McLuhan (global village) and 
credit should be given for this. Candidates may also be taught linked concepts such as cultural imperialism, so credit should be 
given for explanations that include mass communication of mainstream products. 

3b)

Candidates may reference specific social media channels as part of their answer. 
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Question 4

Mark scheme guidance

Candidates may also reference ideas such as e-safety or use of social media in the workplace as part of their answer. 

Candidates may reference media professionals as a ‘user’. 
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Question 5

Mark scheme guidance

Level 3: 6 – 8 marks
There will be a thorough comparison of how two social media tools can be used for two outlined purposes. Use of examples is 
wholly appropriate.

Level 2: 3 – 5 marks
There will be a sound comparison of how two social media tools can be used for two outlined purposes. Use of examples is 
appropriate.

Level 1: 1 – 2 marks
There will be a limited comparison of how two social media tools can be used for two outlined purposes. Use of examples is 
sometimes appropriate.

If a candidate only discusses one social media tool marks are capped to four.
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Exemplar candidate work

Question 5 – low level answer

Commentary

This is a low level answer because, whilst the candidate has identified two different social media channels, there is no comparison of 
how they can be used for different purposes. Therefore, the candidate did not meet the demands of the question. 

For a medium level answer the candidate would have needed to give at least one comparison to demonstrate they understand the 
question and different uses of social media channels. They could also give examples of how media institutions may have used the 
social media channels to market real media texts.
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Question 5 – medium level answer

Commentary

This is a medium level answer because the candidate has correctly identified two different social media channels and given 
examples of what both are used for. The candidate has also provided an example of how real media institutions/artists (e.g. Marvel, 
Shaun Mendes) use the social media channels for promotion. 

For a high level answer the candidate would have needed to meet the full demands of the question and make it explicit in 
comparing how the channels can be used for different purposes.
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Question 5 – high level answer

Commentary

This is a high level answer because the candidate has correctly identified two different social media channels and given examples 
of what both are used for and compared the two (e.g. use of word ‘whereas’ when discussing Soundcloud and Twitter). They have 
therefore met the demands of the question.  The candidate has also provided an in depth discussion about how the functions of the 
channels (e.g. hash tags and the benefits of these for media institutions). 

For full marks the candidate could also give an example of how real media institutions use the social media channels for promotion 
(e.g. referencing an institution and a product).
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Question 6

Mark scheme guidance

Level 5: 25 – 30 marks
Campaign plans will include an excellent understanding of online planning tools used to reach audiences against the campaign goals 
and target audience requirements. There is a comprehensive discussion of channels used to reach the audience. Content plans for the 
campaign are wholly appropriate and justified. Milestones have been fully considered. Sentences and paragraphs, consistently relevant, 
have been well structured, using appropriate technical terminology. There may be few, if any, errors of spelling, punctuation and grammar. 

Level 4: 19 – 24 marks
Campaign plans will include a good understanding of online planning tools, and/or social media channels used to reach audiences against 
the campaign and target audience requirements. There is a considered discussion of channels used to reach the audience. Content plans 
for the campaign are appropriate and sometimes justified. Milestones have been considered. There will be some errors of spelling, 
punctuation and grammar but these are unlikely to be intrusive or obscure meaning. 
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Level 3: 13 – 18 marks
Campaign plans will include a sound understanding of online planning tools, used to reach audiences against the campaign and target 
audience requirements. There is a reasonable discussion of channels used to reach the audience. Content plans for the campaign are 
mostly appropriate. Milestones are sometimes considered.

Level 2: 7 – 12 marks
Campaign plans will include a basic understanding of online planning tool and/or social media channels used to reach audiences against 
the campaign and target audience requirements. There is some discussion of channels used to reach the audience. Content plans for the 
campaign are appropriate. Basic consideration of milestones is demonstrated. 

Level 1: 1 – 6 marks
Campaign plans will include a limited understanding of online planning tools, social media channels used to reach audiences against the 
campaign and target audience requirements. There is a limited discussion of channels used to reach the audience. Content plans for the 
campaign are sometimes appropriate. Limited or no consideration is given to milestones. 
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